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Last year, polls indicated for the first time that more than half
of the American people were opposed to building more nuclear plants.
While concerns about waste disposal and reactor safety were men-
tioned often, the in-depth analysis of those surveyed revealed a
general belief that few, if any, new power plants will be needed at
all, and that coal and new alternative sources are all that will be
needed.

Recent pressures to decrease coal power plant emissions because of
concerns over acid rain, the failure of some alternatives and the
high cost of others, have not been enough to restore broad interest
in nuclear power. The fact is that a complex enterprise like nuclear
power requires a certain degree of public acceptance if it is to
succeed in a democratic society. There are many, many places in the
process where regulatory, political and judicial approvals must be
obtained. Said differently, there are many, perhaps too many,
opportunities for those who oppose a plant or technology, whatever
their concerns may actually be, to stop or delay a project. And
delay can become denial, if the process permits it.

In the 1970s, the United States adopted the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), and many other laws, regulations and procedures
that were designed to assure the public access to the decision-making
process. The focus was on process, the assumption being that what-
ever decision emerged, it would be acceptable. The assumption has
not survived quite as its proponents hoped. The process itself is
challenged more often than not, and advice of responsible experts is
given no more weight than that of an individual who claims to be
worried. By challenging the process in terms of the degree of
participation or the introduction of items of information, the pro-
ceeding can be reopened or delayed; the costs rise; and the world may
change enough to raise new questions that open the opportunities for
more delay.

When a decision is reached, the opponents of nuclear power have often
resorted to the courts. Almost without exception, cases that have
gone to the Supreme Court have been decided very firmly in favor of
nuclear power. The Supreme Court has forcefully stated that courts
should not overrule the properly taken actions and rulings of regu-



latory agencies. But this has not stopped nuclear opponents from
using every level of court open to them time and time again. The
results: delay, doubt about decisions, and the destruction of the
credibility of the regulatory process.

In one classic case, the Bailly nuclear plant in Indiana, opponents
with a wide variety of objectives coalesced to tie up the project
at every step. By the time the Supreme Court acted by a 9-0 vote
to overturn all the victories the opponents had won in lower courts,
costs (largely from interest and inflation) had ballooned, the local
steel industry's forecasts had declined, the utility lay victim to
financial pressures and years of bad press (most of it proven to be
factually incorrect). Ironically, all the major components e* the
nuclear steam supply system itself had been delivered and paid for
a decade earlier. Ultimately all of these costs will fall upon the
rate payer in Northern Indiana. No benefits will accrue to anyone.
The opponents have gone on to other places and issues. But it showed
that persistent opposition can overturn an NRC construction permit.
It was the confidence in that permit that made large, long-term
investments in nuclear power plants possible. But it was the delay
that undercut the strength of the construction permit.

Judge Malcolm Richard Wilkey of the First Circuit, U. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington, D.C., notes that courts (particularly his own)
and to some extent the public, reveal "a persistent belief that
nuclear power and its attendant risks must be judged under some
special standard." Wilkey states that risks of a technology should
be weighed against alternatives, and Congress has done so. He
decries the fact that courts (particularly his own) have usurped
Congress1 role, and in complex cases involving technology have
inserted their own moral beliefs, not keeping to their constitution-
ally defined role. U J

r2"1Wilkey cites a speech by Judge David Bazelon of the same court>L Jwho
wrote several nuclear decisions that have been forcefully reversed
by the Supreme Court. Bazelon claims a need for a "mechanism for
questioning basic value choices involving science, technology and
nuclear power." He wants the courts to "make fundamental value
choices and not abdicate them to experts who are insulated from
political and social accountability."

This, says Wilkey, is "preposterous." "Who is more insulated -
and properly so - from political accountability than a life-tenured
Federal judge?"

I think Judge Wilkey also holds with the majority that recognizes
the critical shortcomings of today's regulatory process:

"A greater threat to nuclear power lies rather in the protracted
and uncertain licensing process that precedes both the construction
and the operation of any nuclear plant. This licensing process has
become the means by which nuclear opponents, unable to garner the
necessary political support for their position, have nonetheless
managed to undermine the policy choice of Congress in favor of
nuclear power. Congress itself has let them do it. And the courts,
I am sorry to say, have lent a hand. Indeed, they've lent both
hands and a shoulder as well."



Since Judge Wilkey's speech, his court has once again negated an
NRC action, a delay in a deadline in recognition of the impossibility
of designing, purchasing and installing NRC mandated equipment,
largely because NRC had problems setting criteria. Again, unpredic-
tability and delay while opponents use the courts.

These tactics succeed because public support for nuclear power is
relatively silent while the emotional charges still attract media
interest. A statement by one dissenting Commissioner gets newspaper,
radio and TV coverage, while the majority on the NRC is scarcely
mentioned. When the public hears that India.; Point can keep opera-
ting, they may recall only the news item that called such action
irresponsible!

Public skepticism remains high because this technology is unique:
the perception exists that any person's word is as good as any
other's. We do not buy this in medicine, aviation, taxation, or
even gardening. But somehow, nuclear power seems different. Recent
research by Profs. Rothman, Lichter and Cohen at Columbia and
Georgetown reports the views of groups involved in nuclear power
decisions: industry, financiers, NRC, other regulators, members of
Congress, experts outside the industry, and anti-nuclear activists
(some amateur, some full-time professional). The results show total
opposities in views on issues, technology and process between the
activists and all other groups.[3J The authors conclude:

"In spite of this impressive pro-nuclear consensus among key decision
makers, both public opinion and the nuclear regulatory process have
moved in recent years toward the preferences of the activists. This
suggests that the anti-nuclear and environmental group leaders have
acquired a kind of veto power over nuclear development. How they
have managed it is quite another question. The explanation, discus-
sed in the Publia Opinion article,[4] is the strength they have drawn
from two circumstances - the fact that anti-nuclear scientists are
much more "political" than pro-nuclear scientists and the willingness
of sympathetic national media to convey anti-nuclear arguments to
the general public."

"Considering their isolation, the antis have done a remarkable job
of combating the combined forces of a powerful industry, sympathetic
regulators, and even outside experts who overwhelmingly favor nuclear
development. What has helped them is their skill at practicing the
increasingly familiar art of single-issue politics. They have
stymied the traditional players on the regulatory field by not
playing a traditional game. It seems increasingly clear that, in
the contest for nuclear energy's future, they have won to their side
the only ally that counts - the American public."

Although waste disposal and the issue linking nuclear power with
nuclear weapons have been prominent media issues, the question of
reactor safety remains prominent. Safety is the issue in reactor
licensing (or at least it is supposed to be), and safety is where
industry and government have devoted research and plant investment
dollars in large quantities.



The most important safety advance awaited by the nuclear industry is
the re-evaluation of the radiation release source term. The source
term is the quantity of radioactivity that would escape from the
reactor containment building in the event of a very serious accident.
There is no one source term; the concept is defined for each hypo-
thetical accident sequence.

The issue is timely because the results of current research will
become available during the coming year. These results are expected
to change the calculated consequences of reactor accidents. The
change could well be to decrease the exposures to the surroundings
by a factor of 10, and maybe more. Current projections are stiP
based on WASH-1400, the Reactor Safety Study of ten years ago.
Engineers and scientists know that WASH-1400's assumptions are
extremely conservative. In particular, historical experience shows
that radioactive iodine, the critical species in many consequence
analyses, really would end up dissolved in water and deposited on
pipes and walls. WASH-1400 assumes it escapes as a perfect gas.
The difference is large, but the NRC must base any changes in regula-
tions on well-controlled and documented experiments. To make changes
based on engineering judgment would invite a deluge of legal chal-
lenges, so the NRC is waiting for the experimental results.

But if new source terms are anywhere near expectations, the scary
numbers of prompt and delayed cancers will drop precipitously, and
even the most severe accident scenarios are likely to deliver less
than 10,000 man-rem, the exposure related to one statistical cancer
death. The implications to today's hysterical charges about evacu-
ation and emergency planning could be profound. Nothing changes
the need for sound emergency planning and for cooperation between the
utility, county, state and federal governments. But it could take
the media interest down to where it could be put into perspective
against real risks from chlorine, gasoline and other chemicals, air-
craft crashes, fires, etc.

And perhaps someday the media will really tell the public that TNI-2
was not ready to blow up, that the infamous hydrogen bubble was never
a threat, that the evidence of low radiation releases wa< true, that
people told the press what they thought the facts were at the time,
and that there was never a valid need to evacuate anyone.

Out of TMI grew a massive new commitment to safety by the nuclear
industry. This includes new insurance pools, IMPO, NSAC, and a major
industry evaluation of its safety, especially in the area of severe
accidents. This study, known as IDCOR (Industry Degraded Core Rule-
making) is now complete. It was organized three years ago in
response to NRC's proposal for a rulemaking on severe accidents.
Its tentative conclusions are:

t Designs meeting existing regulatory requirements have a
substantial margin of safety to accomodate severe accidents.

• Risks and consequences of severe accidents are significantly
below those predicted by previous studies and evaluations.



t With few exceptions, major design or operational changes
are not warranted.

• Major accident sequences progress slowly; opportunities
exist to terminate accident sequences, and relatively few
issues dominate severe accident behavior.

If IDCOR's conclusions and new source term data hold up under
internal peer review and also against media-oriented attack from
activists, we may have a nuclear industry th~t is ultimately recog-
nized as safe enough.

Safe enough. Compared to what? I have argued that insufficient
public attention has been focused on the risks of not having enough
nuclear energy. I call these the downside risks of energy shortages:

One of the things any utility engineer knows is how important it is
to his community to see growth from new industries and jobs. Every
time a major facility is sited, one of the things that a national
company does is look around for an appropriate site and an approp-
riate region in which to put that facility. It is very easy to tell
whether there is going to be a long-term, reliable electric supply
in the community, because you can tell what a utility is building;
the plans don't change very rapidly, and they are all in the public
domain. If they look at an area and can see that the energy capa-
city is going to be short, they will decide to put that plant some-
where else. And with it will go the jobs and the growth in community
that would be supported by those jobs. We haven't seen a lot of
examples of this in the electric side of the business, but certainly
we've seen it in the gas business. That's one downside risk. You'll
notice I'm not talking about short-term things like blackouts and
brownouts. I'm talking about serious long-term problems.

The second downside risk I can see is that if, after a while, the
public recognizes that we simply are not building the power plants
we're going to need, I don't think they're going to turn back to us
and to the utilities and say, "Well, I guess we didn't listen to
you, so come on now and get busy and build them." I think the criti-
cism will be of our failure to overcome the obstacles and, if the
experience in recent years is any example, I think the public will
turn to government. And if the government's accomplishment is
exemplified by its achievements in Amtrak and the Postal Service or,
if you'll forgive me, the ability to carry on a program to dispose
of high-level radioactive waste, I think the American public is in
great long-term trouble.

The third downside risk is what happens if we really get to the point
where there isn't enough electricity to go around. A utility has to
make its commitments based on a charter, which requires that they
will serve every customer. Now they're turning to a new customer,
maybe a large factory, maybe a hospital, maybe a school or shopping
center or apartment complex, and they can see that their capacity is
limited. If they hook that customer up, they've made an obligation
to serve that customer. What if there are competing interests for
the remaining capacity available? It's not so farfetched to think



about these things. Part of the problem is that our society hasn't
thought about them. But if they did, they would recognize that the
priorities - when there isn't enough to go around - shouldn't be
set in the utility boardroom. This is a matter for a public policy
decision, and the only proper forum for setting policy of that kind
is government - big, centralized government. How ironic it is that
people who talk about decentralized energy and community energy and
individual energy, and are concerned that it is so important to get
this away from big, centralized energy suppliers, are really taking
a downside risk - the downside risk that if there isn't enough to
go around, energy will have to be allocated by big government.

We have a fourth risk, and that's a risk we don't like to think about
very much. We've had a lot of demonstrations lately about nuclear
weapons and nuclear war. I think that this downside risk is
obviously a very high-consequence risk. If you look at history, wars
don't just start - they are started by combinations of events, inclu-
ding shortages of raw materials and energy, the kind of tensions that
can lead to war. Let me remind you that the only time the U.S.
seriously moved to reactive the draft since the Vietnam War was at
the time of the Iranian revolution, and the big concern was security
of oil supplies from the Middle East. One thing that does worry me
a little bit is that some of our nuclear power adversaries who are
very much involved in the demonstrations about nuclear weapons, if
given the opportunity because of something that happens in our indus-
try, might turn back to their first love very quickly. They have
not given up the idea of a crusade against nuclear power.

What can we do most to turn the tide of skepticism? The most impor-
tant is continued safe operation of nuclear power plants. What would
help is a depoliticization of the NRC and a real focus on safety,
particularly on real safety issues and cost-effective measures for
dealing with them. Progress on waste disposal, factual information
on the effects of radiation and responsible action by governments on
control of nuclear weapons would mean a lot. An effective media
campaign by the industry can produce results if we keep up our safety
record.

It keeps coming back to safety. Safe operation does not guarantee
public acceptance. But lapses on safety would make the task very
tough indeed. Our work is cut out for us. Then, getting the message
across is everyone's task.
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